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0. Introduction. The Grassmann manifold SG2>n.1(R)=SO(n+l)/SO
(n—l)xSO(2) with its canonical Riemannian metric is known to be a Rieman-
nian symmetric space of rank 2. Hence the algebra D(SG2tn-ι(R)) of SO(n-}-l)-
invariant (linear) differential operators on SG2>n.1(R) is generated by two differ-
ential operators.
It is the aim of our paper to exhibit simultaneous eigenspace decomposition
of appropriate generators Δ£ and Δί of the algebra D(SG2n-ι(R)). We have
obtained in [7] the followings:
(1) the eigenspace decomposition of Δ0 restricted to K*(S",g0) is given,
where g0 is the canonical metric on S
n
 and Δ0 is the Lichnerowicz operator
acting on the graded algebra S*(SΛ,£0) of symmetric tensor fields on the standard
sphere (Sn,gQ) and K*(S",go) is the graded subalgebra of S*(S",£0) generated
by Killing vector fields,
(2) Radon transform A :
Oίjk/O» „ \ - /^»oo/ Of/** / Z?\\
^ (*J ,gQ)—^^ (j^Cr2
 n
-ι(.K)}
intertwines Δ0 with the Laplace Beltrami operator Δ£ on SG2ttl-ι(R), i.e.,
(3) the eigenspace decomposition obtained in (1) is transferred to that of
Δ O , since the kernel of the Radon transform restricted to JK"*(Sn,£0) is the prin-
cipal ideal generated by go/2-l and the image of K*(S", gQ) is uniformly dense
in C-(SG2>n^(R)).
In the present paper a new differential operator Δ! which acts on S*(SΛ,£0)
with analogous properties as (1), (2), (3) above is constructed.
Especially Δ£ together with the differential operator Δϊ corresponding to
Δ! by the Radon transform are found to be a set of generators of the algebra
In 1 and 2, we recall the results obtained in [7] with some improvements.
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where < > > and dσ are the inner product at each point of M and the volume
element induced from the Riemannian metric, respectively. Now define five
fundamental linear operators on the graded algebra S*(M).
DEFINITION 1.1. (1) Denote by 71* the linear map of degree 2:
(2) Denote by T the adjoint operator of T*:
Evidently, S*(M)^ξ h-> TξGSp~2(M), i.e., T is of degree -2.
(3) Denote by δ* the linear map:
Sp(M)Ξ)ξ M> δ*? := -!-[£, f]eS'+1(M) ,
(4) Denote by δ the adjoint operator of δ*: Sp(M)-»Sp~l(M) defined as
(δ?, .7) - (?, δ*τ?) f €=S>(M), ^eS'-XM).
(5) As the fifth operator let us define the degree operator d by
Sp(M)=>ξ f-» dff :
Then δ* and d are derivations on S*(M), i.e.,
«*(*«>*) = (δ*?
and
The proofs of these two assertions are direct and easy.
Lemma 1.1. ([7] pp. 54-55)
[Γ,δ] = 0, [Γ*,8*] = 0, [8*,r] = 8,
n-\-2d
DEFINITION 1.2. Δ0:- -2Σ3Γ.*-o^*VβV*-[δ, δ*] acting on S*(M) is
called the Lίchnerowίcz operator on (M,g). The restriction of Δ0 to C°°(M) co-
incides with the ordinary Laplace Beltrami operator, which we denote by the
same notation Δ0.
Lemma 1.1. ([7] p. 55)
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[Δ0,r] = 0, [Δ0,Γ*] = 0.
Lemma 1.3. ([6] Lemma 1.5) Let (M,g) be a locally symmetric Riemannim
manifold. Then
[Δ0)δ*] = 0, [Δ0(δ] = 0.
Ker 8*(M , g) : = Σ (Ker 8*) Π SP(M, g) (direct sum)
ί^ O
is a graded subalgebra of S*(M). Each element of Ker δ*(M,£) is called a
Killing tensor field. The graded subalgebra of Ker δ*(M, g) generated by Ker
δ*(M,£) Π S\M), is denoted as
K*(M,g) = Σ Kp(M,g) (cKer δ*(Af,£)) (ώra ί Jim).
Theorem 1.1. ([7] p. 62) (1) Ker 8*(S",£o) coincides with
(2) For any ξ^K^(Sn
ί
g^)
ί
 there exists a differential operator Dξ with ξ
as its symbol tensor field such that
2. Differential operators acting on S*(Sn).
Lemma 2.1. ([6]) Let M{ (i=l, 2) be differentiate manifolds. There are
subalgebras E(Mf) (ί=l, 2) of E(M1xM2), being canonίcally isomorphίc to E(Mi)
(i=l, 2) respectively, each one of which is the centralizer of the other in E(M1χM2).
Let i : Sn-+Rn+1 be the canonical imbedding of Sn onto the unit sphere in
R*+1. It induces a trivialization I : SnχR-*Rn+1— {0} of the real line bundle
Rn+1— {0} defined by (#, t)t->ι(x, t)=e?x. By Lemma 2.1 a vector field ξ on 5n
is uniquely identified with the vector field ξ on SttχR such that
(2.1) [f,ί]-0 and [f, 8/8ί] = 0 .
The condition (2. 1) for f=Σ2-o f--e^1^^1-^}) is written as
ox
(2.1)' |V = 0 and * » - = f
*4 =
since rϊ(x, t)=et and Γ#(9/9£) = Σ2.o xa—^-> where r2— Σ"-o Cx**)2-
9#
More generally, we can identify E*(Sn) with the subalgebra
(2. 2) E*(Sn): = {DςΞE*(Rn+l- {0}) | [D, r2] = 0
and Γ-D, Σ3 x'dldx*] = 0}
β=0
of E*(Rn+1-{0}) in virtue of Lemma 2. 1. Each coefficient fVΛ
 o
f D^Ep(Sn)
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(p^k^Q) is a homogeneous function of degree k with respect to the variables
#°, •••, xn. This identification is transferred to the identification of the two alge-
bras S*(S") and S*(S") :=d-*(E*(S")), where d is the symbol operator of
j0*(Λ»+1— {0}). Let us identify S*(Sn) with S*(S*) via the symbol operators
σ* of E*(Sn) and d * of E*(S°).
Namely,
is in SP(S") if and only if
(2.3) i|HV VιV = 0 and ±^^
x
a
β = 0 α = 0 9tf
From now on, the componentwise expression of ξ^Sp(Rn+1— {0}) will be
expressed as
where |V βίeC°°(ΛΛ+1— {0}). Here jy, (0^/^n) are regarded as current coordi-
nates of Γ*(/ZΛ+1-{0}),= {Σ^ [^,} at *=(*0, -, Λ.).
That is, we regard a contravariant symmetric tensor field of degree p as a homo-
geneous polynomial of order p with respect to j/s.
Denote by ϋ^/ϊ'+MO}) the set of all differential operators of 2(n+l) vari-
ables ΛJ°, •••, x", v0, •• ,<yΛ the coefficients of which being C°° with respect to the
variables x*'s on /2n+1-{0} and polynomials with respect to the variables j>/s.
Elements of E(Rn+1-{Q}) are differential operators acting on symmetric tensor
fields on jβ*+1-{0}.
Lemma 2.2. (1) A symmetric tensor field ξ^Sp(R*+1— {0}) fofoagί ίo
^x
adξ/dxa = pξ .
β= β=0
(2) // |eS*(Λ»+1- {0> ), tfen Σ«.o yftξldy.=ρξ.
Proof. (1) is another expression of (2.3) in terms of differential operators
belonging to E(Rn+1— {0}). (2) is evident. Q.E.D.
DEFINITION 2.1. (1) Denote by /the left ideal in E(Rn+1— {0}) generated
by Σ2-o ^9/8^-Σ3ϊ-oΛβ/8y
β
 and
(2) Put
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EO(S") : =
and [D, (1/r2) Σ x
β = 0
Lemma 2.3. D<=E(Rn+1-{0}) preserves S*(S") if and only if
EO(S").
Proof. This assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D.
Put
/o is easily proved to be a two-sided ideal of EO(S"). So
EO(S") := EO(S")/ΪQ
can be regarded as an algebra of differential operators acting on symmetric
tensor fields on S*. Now we can regard the fundamental operators 71*, Ty δ*,
δ, and d, as elements of EO(Sn). In the following, a representative in EO(S")
for each of these operators will be given explicitly.
Lemma 2.4. The following operators T, T*, δ, δ* and d acting on
give representatives for the fundamental operators:
(1) T * = (lβ)Jiyδab-xaxb)y
a
yb^Έfo(S
(2) T = (l/2r*) ± d*/dy
a
dy
a
<=EO(Sn).
β=0
(3) §* = r2 "
(4) 5=-
Λ, y»:=Σ Re-
proof. The operators f, f*, δ, and δ* in E*(S") are introduced in [7]
and proved to correspond to Γ, 71*, δ, and δ*. They are expressed as above
as elements of EO(Sn), respectively. That a representative 3, of the degree
operator d is given by the Euler operator, can he observed immediately from
the second equation of Lemma 2.3. Q.E.D.
DEFINITION 2.2. Define
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(1) κ
Λj> := x
ad/dxb-xbdlQx°(=E\Sn)
for O^fl, b^n and #Φi, and
(2) κ.j :- xad/dxb-xbdldxa+yβ/dyb-ybd/dya^EO(Sn)
for O^β, b^n and αΦό.
Lemma 2.5. Between κ
atb and κa>b we have the following relation :
!>*,*, £] = *a,b(ξ )
/or arbitrary ξ^S*(Sn,g0), where the bracket product in the left-hand side is the
one in S*(S*,gQ) defined in (1. 1).
Proof. This can be easily verified. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.6.
(1) [κM,Γ] = 0, (2) pMlΓ*] = 0,
(3) [*«*,δ*] = 0, (4) F
βJ,δ] = 0.
Proof. In virtue of the Lemma 2.5 these can be easily verified. Q.E.D.
Denote by #*$ the adjoint operators of κ
Λtb as elements of E
l(S*)9 and
ϊc*fa the adjoint operators of /ctf>i with respect to the canonical linner product de-
fined on S%SM,£o).
We can see easily
κ*t = — κatb and /c*fί = — κfftb .
Lemma 2.7. (1) The Laplace Beltrami operator Δ0 on (Sn,gQ) coincides
with
a differential operator of order 2 acting on O°°(R*+1— {0}).
(2) The Lichnerowίcz operator on (Sn, gQ) coincides with
Proof. (1) "Σβ<tκ*,tκβ^ can be expanded as follows:
'•Λ.Λ 9
-r
2
 Σ -r+ Σ.
This operator satisfies the following three conditions: (i) its symbol tensor field
coincides with the (contravariant) metric tensor £0 (ii) it is a self-adjoint linear
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differential operator; (iii) it annihilates the constant function 1. Such an op-
erator must coincide with the Laplace Beltrami operator.
(2) Δ0 on S*(Sn,£0) is known to be (cf. [7]):
[δ, S*\+2d(n+d-2)-*T*T = -
Σ
where the operator d is as in Lemma 1.1 and the notation {{ , }} is as in Lemma
2.4. On the other hand, ^Σ
a<b #*$#«,$ is equal to
-1/2 Σ (* Λ-**bdx  Qx dy
-2((x, y)}ίT+(n+d~2)d-4T*T .
This coincides with the Lichnerowicz operator reviewed above. Q.E.D.
DEFINITION 2.3. Define an endomorphism 5 of degree —2 on the graded
algebra S*(S",g9):
by
(1) S := Δ0Γ-λί,1Γ+(16/3)Γ*Γ2+(l/3)[δ*, ΓS] on Sθ(Sa,gΰ) ,
where
χ
w
 := 2(p-k)n+2p*-4(k+l)p+W+6k .
(Eventually \PΛ = 2(^-l)w+2/>2-
Moreover we define
(2) B* := 2/T*+(S*)2 ( ^l),
(3) At:=(Π. BW* (fe 1), Af=l.
DEFINITION 2.4. (1) Denote the restriction of 71* to K^(SnJg0) by Γj6.
(2) Denote the image of Γjf by /m T$(^K*(Sn,g0)) and denote the
orthogonal complement of Im T$ in K*(S"yg0) by
We have
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P*(S",
 go) = f j P>(S", A) (direct sum)
p = 0
with P>(S , £0HP*(SB, &) Π JΓ'(5', £„).
Lemma 2.8. (1) As an endomorphism of degree —2 on the graded algebra
S*(S"), S preserves K*(S", g0) invariant.
(2) ^4? also preserves K*(S", gQ) invariant.
For the proof c.f. [7] Lemma 4.3.
Denote the orthogonal projection:
by Π0. Π0 can be proved to be commutative with Δ0 (cf. [7]). Let
Cf := IMf -
C?'s satisfy
' ? . .
=
0 on
(cf. [7] p. 69, Lemma 4.3 and (4. 10).)
Define
=
p
 "'
^2k^0. Denote the image of PtΛ: K"(S\ g0)-+Pf(Sn, gt) by EtΛ.
Theorem 2.1. (1) For p^2k^0 we have
where \t<k is as in Definition 2.3 (1).
(2) We have the two direct sums :
which thus together with (1) give the eίgenspace decomposition o/ΔQ on K*(S*,gQ).
(3) Every Eptk is nonzero for n^3.
For the proof of (1) refer to [7] lemma 4.4. For the proof of (2) and (3)
cf. [7] p. 69 and pp. 75-76.
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In the remainder of this section we assume w+1^4.
DEFINITION 2.5. Define
(1) DM := ^  JS mδ:ί£
(2) ΔI :=TΓ 2 0&«4! e,t,c,d=0
Notice that D
βlcd is a self-adjoint operator.
Theorem 2.2.
(1) ft., Δ0] = 0 .
(2) ft,, ΔJ = 0 .
Proof. These are obtained by direct calculations. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.3.
(1) [Γ*,ΔJ = 0.
(2) [Γ,ΔJ = 0.
(3) [8*,ΔJ = 6.
(4) [δ,ΔJ = 0.
Proof. From Lemma 2.7 we obtain easily. Q.E.D.
Note that thus ΔX preserves Pp(S*,g0) invariant.
3. The eigenspace decomposition of K*(Sn, gQ).
In this section we assume w-f-1^4.
Theorem 3.1. As a differential operator acting on S*(5n)
-4)S*S+4(2d-3)n+2d2-Wd+ll)T*T-d(d-l)(n+d-2)(n+d-3) .
Proof. From the definition of Δ! in 2 and Lemma 2.4 we can obtain
the result by direct calculations. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.1.
Δ! = (d+l)(n+d-2){AQ-d(n+d-l)}-2S*Tδ*+
(n+d-2)88*-6T*S on S*(S",gQ) .
Proof. Apply Γ* to the operator S in its definition reviewed in 2. Then
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we can express T*S in terms of fundamental operators, from which we can
eliminate — 471*Δ07
1
 in virtue of Theorem 3.1. The resulting relation is the
required one. Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.2. We have
where
p,t = (p-2k)(p+l)(n+p-2)(n+p-3-2k) .
Thus Pp(S",g0)='Σ{ι!Ίo1 Epιk gives the eigenspace decomposition of ΔI restricted to
Pp(S",g0).
Proof. Restricting ΔI on Eptk we have from Lemma 2.8 (1) and Lemma
3.1,
Δ ,^* = (p+\)(n+p-2){Δ<Pp,k-p(n+p-l)Pptk}
= (p+l)(n+p-2){2(p-k)n+2p*-4(k+l)p
which coincides with the desired eigenvalue. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.2.
(1) ^ Γ* Π P^ ft) c £,.,,
(2) Let ξ<^Pp(Sn,gQ) be an eigen tensor field of Δ0. Then ξ^Epιk if and
only if Tkξ* 0 and Tk+1ξ=Q.
Proof. (1) From the definition of the projection operator Pptk in 2 the
assertion follows immediately. (2) follows from (1) directly. Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.3. Let ξ^Eptk and let ξ be a simultaneous eigen tensor field of
Δ, (^0, 1). Then ξ has the eigenvalues \ptk and μptkfor Δ0 and Δ^ respectively.
Proof. From the commutativity of T with Δ0 and from that T*£ΦO, T
k
ξ
is proved to be an eigen tensor field of Δ0 with eigenvalue \ptk. On the other
hand, as (ft+l)δΓ*f =[δ*, Tk+l]ξ =δ*Tk+1ξ=Qy we obtain
= (p-2k)(n+p-2k-3)Δ0(Tkξ)-
(p-2k)(n+p-2k-3)(p-2k-l)(n+p-2k-2)Tkξ.
Thus Tkξ is a simultaneous eigen tensor field of Δ0 and ΔI. μptk is regained as
an eigenvalue if we substitute the \ptk in place of Δ0 in the right-hand side of
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the expression of Δ1(Tkξ). The commutativity of ΔI with T obtained in Theo-
rem 2.3 implies that Διξ=μptkξ. Q.E.D.
4. Main theorems.
Denote by W2(R*+1) the manifold of all 2-frames in the Euclidean space
(RH+1,go) of dimension n-\-\ and call it a Stiefel manifold. The submanifold
of W2(Rn+1) defined as the set of orthonormal 2-frames is denoted by V2(Rn+1)
and we call it an orthogonal Stiefel manifold. V2(Rn+1) is identified with the
homogeneous space
SO(n+l)ISO(n-l).
Denote by SG2tn_l(R) the Grassmann manifold of all oriented 2-ρlanes in Rn+1
passing through the origin. As is well known SG2tίt-ι(R) is identified with the
homogeneous space
S0(n+ l)ISO(n- 1) X SO(2) .
The orthogonal Stiefel manifold V2(RM+1) can be regarded as a principal bundle
with the base space S6r2,Λ-ι(Λ) and the structural group SO(2), where the pro-
jection n
v
 is defined canonically.
Theorem 4.1. (cf. [7]) Let P(M,G) be a principal bundle with a Lie group
G as its fibre. Let FG(P) be the subalgebra of E(P) which consists of G-invarίant
differential operators on P. Then there is an isomorphism : EG(P)/J^E(M), where
J is the two-sided ideal of EG(P) generated over R by G-invariant vertical vector
fields.
Applying Theorem 4.1 to the principal bundle
with SO(2) as fibre, we obtain
(4. 1) E(SGi.Λ-1(R))*Eso<*>( V2(R"+l))jJ ,
where J is the two-sided ideal in Eso(2\ F2(#n+1)) generated by SO(2)-invariant
vertical vector fields. On the other hand, there is a polar decomposition of the
Stiefel manifold W2(RΛ+1) :
(4. 2) W2(R»+1)^P2 x V2(R»+1) ,
where P2 is the space of real positive definite 2x2 symmetric matrices, (cf.
(17]) ApptyiflLg Lemma 2.1, the polar decomposition assures the existence of two
subalgebras each one of which is the centralizer of the other in E( W2(R*+1)) and
the second one is canonically isomorphic to E(V2(Rn+1)). Thus a differential
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operator D^.E(V2(Rn+1)) can be identified with a differential operator
E(W2(R*+1)) satisfying
where each of ρl
β
(l^a, β^2) denotes the (α, /3)-component of the P2-part p2
in the polar decomposition (4. 2). The totality of such operators is designated
as E\V2(Rn+l)).
Connecting the isomorphism (4. 1) with the identification "f" we obtain
representatives in E(W2(RH+1)) of elements in E(SG2tn-ι(R)).
Let Geod(5n, g0) be the space of oriented geodesies on (*SΛ, g0) with respect
to the canonical metric. We have a natural identification
Let ξ (=SP(S"). Define £Λ <Ξ C°°(SG2ttt^(R)) by
where <γp is the p-th symmetric power in S*(γ) of the unit tangent vector field
γ along γ=£(Γ). The mapping defined by
is called the Radon transform.
DEFINITION 4.1. (1) Denote by (Pab) the system of normalized Plticfcer
coordinates Pab of the Grassmann manifold SG2tn-ι(R)y where a system of
Plϋcker coordinates Pab is said to be normalized if and only if
Σl (Pab)2 = 1
a<b
(2) Denoted by
R(Pab\ n^b>a^ϋ)
the subalgebra of C°°(Sί?2tn_1(Λ)) generated by the normalized Plϋcker coordinates.
Theorem 4.2. (cf. [7])
(1) K*)Λ = P°b>
where (Pab) are the system of normalized Plilcker coordinates of the Grassmann
manifold SG2tn^(R)).
(2) The image of the Radon transform restricted to K*(S"> gQ) is the uniformly
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dense subalgebra R(Pab: n^b>a^ϋ) of C°°(SG2tn.l(R)}.
(3) The kernel of the Radon transform retricted to K*(Sn,g0) is the ideal
generated by g
Ό
/2— 1 .
Corollary.
(MA = e v
for ξ<=K*(S",g0) and ηZΞS*(Sn).
Proof. The assertion follows from the fact that <£, <y*> is constant along
r=«(Γ). Q.E.D.
From now on we often confuse an element of E(SG2tn-ι(R)) with its re-
presentative in E(W2(R*+1)) as well as an element of C°°(SC?2,»_i(/2)) with its
representative in C~(W2(RΛ+1)). For an element ?= (?!,&) of W2(Rn+1) the
components of qly q2 will be denoted by qΐ, qί(0^a^n)9 respectively.
DEFINITION 4.2. Define
where Q ^ a<b^n, and
a<b
where κ*tb is a representative via the connecting isomorphism of (4.1) with
f , of the adjoint operator of Killing vector field on (SG2tn-ι(R), gi) correspond-
ing to κ0tbj where £χ is the canonically normalized SO(/ϊ+l)-invariant Rieman-
nian metric on SG2tn-ι(R). Moreover we define
*VTI Stefgh* *
2-1 Oabcdlte ,fκg ,h
*,ftg,h=0
ί :=-r Σ3
Notice that Δo is a representative of the Laplace Beltrami operator on
(S£?2fn_i(/2), gt) and expressed explicitly as
(^ - l)βS8/8flS ,
where the convention of dummy indices is adopted, (cf. [7] p. 64.)
Theorem 4.3. The natural SO(n+l)-action on S*(S") and C°°(S(?2,n-ι(Λ))
commutes with the Radon transform.
Proof. This follows from the definition of the Radon transform. Q.E.D.
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Corollary. Let η A e C°°( W2(Rn+1)) be the image of η e S*(SW) fry
transform. Then
Proof. The asseition is an infinitesimal version of Theorem 4.3. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.4. Lei ^eSM^S"*) <2/z<ί let -η" be its Radon transform.
(1)
(2)
Proof. By the definitions of Δ0, ΔI, (Δ0)Λ, and (Δ!)Λ, the assertion follows
from the previous corollary. Q.E.D.
DEFINITION 4.3. Denote by Eptk the image of EPtk by the Radon trans-
form.
Theorem 4.5. Assume n+ 1 >4.
(1) ΔS and Δί are generators of the algebra D(SG2>n.l(R)) of SO(n+ΐ)-
ίnvarίant differential operators on SG2n-ι(R).
(2) Δ*\Eptk = ^p,k lp.k and ΔV;,* = l*p.k lp,k
where lp>k is the identity operator of Eptk The totality of
gives all of the simultaneous eigenspaces of Δo and Δί.
(3) Each Eptk is an SO(n-}-\)-ίrreducible subspace.
Proof. Notice that SG2ί2(R) is known to be globally homothetic to S2 X S2
with the canonical metric. So we omit to detail of D(SG2>2(R)) as the reduced
case.
(1) That ΔS and Δί are invariant differential operators is a direct con-
sequence of Theorem 4.4. It is known that the algebra D(SG2>n.1(R)) is gen-
erated by two operators of order 2 and 4, respectively, (cf. [3] Ch.II.) It remains
to show that ΔS and Δί are algebraically independent. Suppose that they are
not so, then we can write
Δi =a(Δ$)2+bΔΪ+c
for some constants a, b and c ((a, ό, c)=f=(0, 0, 0)). On the other hand, in virtue
of Theorem 3.2 we can eassily verify that Δί acts trivially on ΣΓ-o^M (direct
sum). If we restict the action of Δί to each E2kιk, we would obtain an poly-
nomial equation of one variable of order at most four with an infinite number
of solutions A— 1,2, •••, from which we can conclude a=b=c=Q. This is a
contradiction. Thus our assertion (1) is proved.
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(2) follows from Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.2 (2). In order to prove
(3) we need
Lemma 4.2. If\ptk=\p,tk, and μplk—^p'tkf thenp—ρ' and k=kf .
Proof. We can easily verify
(1)
(2)
(3)
On the other hand, we can see
(4) μp>k>μptk+1 ,
but
(6) μp>k>μp+1>k+1
in contrast with (3). From these the required property follows immediately.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. (3) In virtue of Lemma 4.2, EPtk is known to be
maximal in R(Pab: n^b>a^Q) as the subspace of simultaneous eigenf unctions
of the eigenvalues \ptk and μptk for ΔS and Δi, respectively. For the irre-
ducibility of £'£,*, we refer to [2] p. 401, Corollary 3.3. Q.E.D.
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